Work from
Home Like
a Pro with
Lenovo

Now, more than ever, we’re seeing a rapid change in the way the world does
business, and where the world does business from, making technology more
essential than ever. Statistics show that remote work has been a growing trend
year over year, and with recent events, home office spaces are now essential.

With this unprecedented shift to working from home, many businesses are
adapting to completely new ways of doing business. By outfitting your employees’
home offices with the right technology that meets office standards but is also
suitable for home work spaces, you can help ensure they stay productive and on
task, no matter where they work.

Contact us today so we can help you connect with customers while
also enabling your sales through smarter, work from home technology.
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The Work from
Home Tech
When it comes to getting work done, 71% of SMBs have
historically used desktops as their primary PC, which can
make working at home a huge challenge for many and has
greatly increased the demand for mobile, work from home
devices. Recreate their office setup for maximum productivity
and security with Lenovo work from home tech!

Powerful ThinkPad® Laptops Powered by AMD

Lenovo recommends
Windows 10 Pro for business

The benefits of
Lenovo laptops with
AMD processors

Why choose a Lenovo laptop
powered by AMD? AMD
processors deliver power and
security, with fully encrypted
memory as a standard feature,
and up to 2x faster performance
than PCs older than two years.

HELPS AGAINST
COLD BOOT ATTACKS
SUPPORTS WINDOWS 10
SECURITY

ThinkVision® Monitors,
Perfect for Enhanced
Multitasking

FASTER PERFORMANCE
THAN A 2 YR OR OLDER
PC

A second monitor can increase
productivity by up to 30%, saving an
average of 2.5 hours per day!

ON THE LENOVO
THINKPAD T495S
NOTEBOOK POWERED
BY AMD RYZEN™ 7 PRO
3700U PROCESSORS

Accomplish More with
External Keyboards, Mice,
Headphones, Webcams,
Hubs, and Other Accessories!
Pick accessories that make it easier to work
efficiently, and know that each user may
have a different preferences.

The way we work has changed and enabling you to work remotely, your way is our goal.
Contact us today to find the right solutions for your team!
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